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Client Dossier: 
 

About Loudpack 
Loudpack (LP), headquartered in Los Angeles is a cannabis consumer products company with over 350 employees 
and strong, rapidly growing 8-figure revenues. Loudpack is a grower, manufacturer, packer and shipper of some of the 
most sought after brands and products in the medicinal and recreational cannabis industry. With its state-of-the-art 
cultivation and manufacturing facilities in Greenfield, California, and corporate offices in Los Angeles and New York 
City, Loudpack is poised to become a global leader in the emerging cannabis industry. We are a fun and exciting 
company to work for who truly values our employees and offers industry-leading culture, wages and benefits. 
 

California is our home. With a projected market size of $25BB, it’s the world’s largest cannabis market. It’s also the 
nation’s oldest and most established cannabis market and the world’s fifth largest economy. Consumer brands thrive 
here, and our brands are already beloved in the marketplace. 
 

Loudpack Highlights: 
 

v VERTICALLY INTEGRATED producer of a diverse array of cannabis 
products with over 150 SKUs across: Inhalable: Flower, live resin 
concentrates (e.g., budder, wax, shatter, sauce, sugar), distillates, 
disposable vape pens, and vape cartridges. Ingestible: Edible gummies, 
mints, honey, cookies, and others. Topical: Lotions, and balms. 

v EXPANSION @SCALE Opportunistically entering new states to replicate 
California model of success; US cannabis market is projected to be 
>$50BB by 2026 according to Cowen & Co. 

v CULTIVATION LP wholly controls four fully licensed properties with up to 
1.5 million SF of canopy to cultivate cannabis products in CA. 

v PROCESSING & MFG. Market leading processing and manufacturing 
with annual wholesale capacity of $750MM. LP processes raw flower and 
plant material into cannabis oils and concentrates using state-of-the-art 
extraction and purification methods at its own facilities. 

v DISTRIBUTION via a majority (~100% by YE 2019) of the legally 
operating dispensaries in CA. New retail licenses are being issued rapidly, 
and we will penetrate these dispensaries as they open.  

v HYPER GROWTH LP has been experiencing record setting, hockey stick 
growth rates month over month! In addition to organic sales and 
distribution growth, LP has also grown through acquisition. Dr. Norms is 
big in edibles and will soon become part of the LP family and brand wagon.   

v PRODUCT & BRAND LEADERSHIP Award-winning,  established  brands  in  the  marketplace  across  the  product  
spectrum; 24 awards from the High Times Cannabis Cup. We are developing new brands and products at a rapid 
pace, becoming a one-stop shop for retailers to fill their shelves w/ quality & consistency. 
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Position Description:  

Director of Sales 

v Title: Director of Sales (DoS)  
v Location: Los Angeles (Sepulveda & Pico) 
v Reports To: VP Sales 
v Compensation: Highly competitive base + incentive bonus/commission 
v Benefits: Medical, Dental, Vision, 401k, paid life insurance; industry leading PTO 

 

Insights into the Role: 
The revenue team currently includes 11 territory sales reps, 6 account managers and 11 brand 
ambassadors that operate throughout California and out of LP’s headquarters in West LA.  
 
VP, Sales, Danny Corral is looking for an ambitious, professional sales manager and revenue leader to 
become DoS. The selected candidate will have achieved success in building and scaling high performance 
sales teams and crushing revenue targets while engendering a fun and passionate culture. Cannabis is a 
new industry and Loudpack is an emerging Unicorn and market-leader in the world’s biggest opportunity—
California.  
 
The sales organization structure has basically been flat, but with the steady revenue growth and the 
expansion of dispensaries across CA, there is a requirement for a sales leader who can manage the field 
sales team and build a high performing pack of hunters responsible for opening new accounts and 
managing the existing business effectively in a fast-paced, team-oriented environment. Territory Sales Reps 
work in pods alongside Account Managers and Brand Ambassadors and in conjunction with Marketing for 
collateral and Sales Operations for market analysis and systems support. 
 
Director of Sales’ Charter 
Danny seeks a Partner who can implement a repeatable selling methodology, standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), systems and best practices with just the right amount of process at the right time to 
ensure that current goals and objectives are hit without sacrificing long term salability. The playbook that 
the DoS and Danny create will be replicated and deployed across the country as Loudpack expands into 
new states. 
  
Principal Responsibilities: 

v Enable the VP of Sales to focus on strategic business initiatives by creating a buffer with sellers; 
Enhance communications with the entire sales team to extend LP’s culture of transparency and 
constant learning 

v Own the Sales Budget and be a partner in the development of sales strategies, goals and quotas; 
make the business case for the staffing plan and resources required to hit your plan 

v Recruit, build and lead a team of sales hunters capable of achieving aggressive revenue and 
margin growth targets; build trust with the existing sales team & create a culture of success and fun! 
Make LP a team that top sales talent want to join! 

v Help perfect the sales staff compensation and incentive programs that motivate the sales team to 
achieve their sales targets 
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v Develop and Deploy Best Practices across selling process, sales training, discounting and other 
policies 

v Ensure Accountability of all sellers by tracking, measuring and reporting KPIs and critical activity; 
analyze the data related to sales process success and implement the ongoing changes & 
improvements 

v Collaborate with marketing to ensure that our reps have the collateral that they need to be 
successful 

v Monitor customer, market and competitor activity and provide feedback to company leadership 
team and other company functions 

v Conduct Territory, Account and Individual rep Reviews on a regular basis to maintain constant 
improvement 

v Lead from the Front by taking sellers out on sales calls, account visits and customer and prospect 
entertainment 

 
Skills & Experience Required 

v A proven, driven and action-oriented sales leader who is either “been there, done-that”, or an up-
and-comer who’s been part of a growth story but hasn’t yet had a chance to lead the charge 

v Success! Exceeded quotas; set records; won performance awards and been part of company 
growth stories 

v Self-starter who can hit the ground running and LEAD; LP is looking to “steal somebody’s lunch” not 
provide on the job training… 

v A true sales mentor who can recognize and foster talent 
v Entrepreneurial bent, with ability to step into an organization where hyper-growth, controlled 

chaos and constant change are the order of the day; hands-on with all aspects of the business; able 
to move things forward and deliver continuous results without constant direction via on-site chain of 
command 

v Excellent interpersonal verbal and written communication skills required 
v Familiarity with CRM and ERP systems and other collaboration platforms which streamline selling 
v Must be willing to travel up to 50 percent of the time 
v Knowledge of Cannabis and an affinity for the culture preferred 
v Domain experience from Wine/Spirits or related CPG market sector is a Plus 
 

“We didn’t join this industry, we helped create it from scratch.” 
 
Personality & Cultural Fit 
At Loudpack, our people, our plants and our products are what set us apart. We exist to develop and 
distribute the highest quality cannabis on Earth. At Loudpack: 

v Quality is everything 
v Cannabis is our Craft 
v Feeling Good is our Mission 
v Educate—don’t mandate 

 
####### 

 


